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Newsletter 87: Made-to-measure melting and tempering kettles

A happy New Year !
Let us start with good wishes.
In this newsletter the Prefamac
melting kettles and tempering
machines are proposed. In the
coming months a lot is planned
in our production, but also
flaking machines, enrobing
machines and cooling tunnels.
A visit will thus certainly pay off.
Political party head Gwendolyn
Rutten came to see the new
building. And we had a very
good conversation with her
about creative
entrepreneurship and
innovation. For 2018 nothing
but good, especially with the
Swirl, a beautiful new chocolate
mould that will make it in the
new year. For 2017 we look
back on the royal trip to India
and the continued sponsorship
of Lego League for the
students.
We also wish you a lot of
viewing and reading pleasure in
2018 with our newsletters.

Peace and happiness in 2018
We wish you this year a peaceful and joyful 2018. No winner of the Lotto
of 1 million or a world tour of 365 days. No ... ordinary things that make
you happy, and keep you healthy, ... and motivate you every day. And yes
... we think that your pralines and cookies can do a lot of good for
everyone in the whole world :-) !!

Myriam Schepers
Managing Director
Made-to-measure melting and tempering kettles

Prefamac Chocolate Machines produces melting kettles of 100, 170, 240,
500, 1000, 2000 to 5000 liters (http://www.prefamac.com/en/industrialmelting-mixing-kettles), but the customized kettles and / or the
combination with piping and chocolate pumps are very popular. No
construction or a platform seems impossible to us, so we can really help
our customers with a lack of space (don’t we all have this problem?).
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At more photos, we show only a few examples with also filters, and in
addition the batch tempering machines of 100 and 150 kg, plus the
continuous tempering machines up to 1000 kg per hour. Very convenient,
super good quality, and ... for everyone's budget. The starters, the
growers, the industrialists, ... they can all be helped at Prefamac.

Visit us when it suits you
In the coming months ("no, actually continuously :-)"), we have again
planned various artisan machines and even more industrial projects. Via
www.prefamac.com you can already view the various machines. On
23/03/2018 we have planned the opening of our new building, but before
or after you are always welcome. Be sure to bring your chocolate or
biscuit products with you, then we can also advise you how to become
even more flexible or creative in 2018 or 2019 !! Our delivery times are a
bit longer because the economy is running well, but for 2018 there are still
'many many' possibilities.
Click on more photos where we will show you besides mobile curve
bands, also enrober machines where the color chocolate can easily be
changed. Or cooling tunnels that take into account a low ceiling and yet
many crumbs that need to be cleaned regularly.

Gwendolyn Rutten visiting
Politicians sometimes consult entrepreneurs with experience. In 2018
Prefamac celebrates its 30th birthday, so yes ... that is certainly
experience. Party chairman Gwendolyn Rutten from O-VLD already came
to inquire. About innovating in an SME, exporting to more than 100
countries, fair taxes, theft prevention, labor costs, art at work, etc. On the
picture you can see her with some very honored construction workers.
At more photos we show the first internal views of our new test room,
where we will soon show our innovative machines 'confidentially for your
new product'.

Swirling to 2019!
Starting the year in a swinging fashion and SWIRLing setting a new trend.
Not a traditional chocolate bar, but really one with character. A tablet that
shines through the shiny slopes, and stimulates the up and down
movements with every bite. A 100 gr product to really get energy again.
The matching round SWIRLR and rectangular SWIRLL complete the
beautiful set. Have you ever looked at the shiny CURVO, CURVL, TEARH
and TEARL to get inspiration until the beginning of 2019?
At more photos you can already forge your new plans! A direct
linkhttp://www.prefamac.com/webshop/default?lang=en to our moulds can
help you.

Thank you India !
In November of last year, I had the honor to visit the beautiful New Delhi
and Mumbai in India together with our King Philippe and Queen Mathilde
of Belgium. The week started with a unique visit to the Taj Mahal. The
Rashtrapati Bhavan (Presidential Palace), the President, various
Ministers, India Gate Memorial, but also Microfinance, cocoa farmers,
child labor and a visit to the street children were discussed/organized. I
personally sat in a panel discussion of "Belgian Innovative Contributions in
shaping India's future as a Global Food Player". Thank you India for the
many possibilities and opportunities between our two countries, and the
cosy Networking High Tea's that you organize !
Unfortunately, at more photos we can only show a few unique moments
of this exquisite reception.

And we continue to sponsor Lego League
Young people trump at Prefamac! Also in 2018 we remain silver sponsor
of the Lego League. An international competition organized for young
people from primary education, to teach them the "enthusiasm" in
technology at a very young age. In these rapidly evolving times, we will
have a greater need for the future, for young people who are familiar with
technical knowledge and expertise. And yes ... we always search for them
at Prefamac! Congratulations to the winners around the world, but every
participant has actually won here. And for gifted young people who find it
difficult to find their way .... for this we work behind the scenes, also in the
new year.
At more photos you can enjoy the dynamic emerging talent!

